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THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF CIRCUIT CONTAINING Dis-
TRIBUTED INDUCTANCE, SERIES CAPACITY, AND SHUNT
CAPACITY, APPLIED TO THE MULTIGAP LIGHTNING-AR-
RESTER.

C. P. Steinmetz (by letter): Let, in a circuit containing dis-
tributed resistance, conductance, inductance, shunt and series
capacity, as the multigap lightning-arrester Fig. 1, represented
electrically as circuit in Fig. 2,

r = effective resistance per unit length of circuit, or per
circuit element, that is per arrester cylinder.

g =shunt-conductance per unit length, representing leakage,
brush discharge, electrical radiation, etc.
L = inductance per unit length of circuit.
C = series capacity per unit length of circuit, or circuit ele-

ment, that is capacity between adjacent arrester cylinders.
CO= shunt capacity per unit length of circuit, or circuit

element, tlhat is, capacity between arrester cylinder and grould.
If then:
N = frequency of impressed e.m.f.,

it is:
Series impedance, per ulnit length of circuit:

Z i-j (x-k) (1)

Shunt admittance, per unit lelngth of cilrcuit:

y g-jb (2)
where:

x 2 72NL
1

2 7 N C(3)
b 2 7rNCo

or, absolute:
Z~~~~~~~~~Z /r+ Xk)2
YV/g2+ b2 (4)

If the distance along the circuit, from line .L towards ground
G, is denoted by ,
the potential difference between point X and ground by: E
the current at point X by: I,
the differential equations of the circuit are:'

d E
d X

_-z YE (6)
du

1. Steinmetz, Alternating Current Phenomena, 3rd edition, pages 165
to 1
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Differentiating (5) and substituting (6) therein, gives:

d =E YZE (7)
d is2

Intergrated by:
E A1 A-at 2+a2 (8)

where:
a=Vyz=_a_j/3 (9)
a =V/ yzAgr-b(xk ) (10)

VV {yz-gr+b (x-k)
Hence, substituting (10) in (8), and eliminating the imaginary

exponents by the substitution of trigonometric functions:

E = A1 -ttf (cosd u+j sin P u) + A2es+au (cos3 sjsin d)(11)
It is, however, if:

s = total length- of circuit from line L to ground G, or total
number of arrester cylinders between line and ground, for:

;E-O (12)
and for:

X = 0: E =eO= impressed e.m.f. (13)

Substituting (12) and (13) into (11), gives:
0 = A1 e-- (cos ,B +j sin ,n) +AA2 E+, (cos ,Bn-j sin isn)

e=A,+Az
hence:

A,
1 _e -2an (cos 2 n+jsin2 n) (14)

A2 =AlAu2an (cos 2 , + j sin 2 n))
and:

-au(cos p t + j sin 3) - a(2ln-u) (cosf (2 n-u) +A- sin ,(2n-u))E-e0 1-_2an (cos2p +fjsin 2 n) (15)

the Potential Difference agaiTnst Ground.
From equation (5) follows, -,abstituting (15) and (9):

Current:

I. -< Yt e0 se-a (cos 3 is+fj sin s) +E-a(2nu)(cos (2n-u)
+ j sin 1 (2n-u)) 16)

Reduced to absolute terms, this gives:
Potential Difference against ground.

e-e0 e_2au + 6-2a(2n-u) 2 E-2aIn cos 2p ( - )
1 + S-4an 2 E-lan cos 2 i 1
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Current:
i=eO\/ 4-2an +62a(2fu)+ O2 eOancu (18)

I1+ -4an - 2-2allCos 2 ()

and:

Potential Gradient, or Potential Difference between Adjacent
Cylinders:

e'=ki-e0 k Ij 1- e 2au + E-2a(2n-±)+2un cos 2I (n1-u)
\ z N j + -4an - 2an cos 2 ? n (19)

For an infinite length of line: n = so, that is, for a very large
number of lightning arrester cylinders, where E-2a7 is negligible,
that is, in the case where the discharge passes from the line into
the arrester, without reaching the ground, equations (17) (18)
(19) simplify to:

e e -aM (20)

z
=eOiY ,-aX (21)

e'eOk<Yeo (22)

that is, are simple exponential curves.
Substituting (4) and (3) in (21) and (22) gives

et eo S-aU 0 22 -r (23)
\C2 [1 -(2 7 N)2 C L]2+ (2 iwN C r)2 (

i=27rNCel (24)

or, approximately, if r and g are negligable:

e eO 01-(-wN2C' (25)

i 2 7r N eo 4i (2 N)2GL (26)

Assuming, as instance:
L -2 x 108 henry,
C0= 10-13 farads,
C -4x1O-" farads,
r =1 ohm,
g = 4x10-6
N 108 = 100 million cycles,

n 300 cylinders,
0 30,000 volts,
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it is:
(3): x 12.6 ohm,

k 39.7ohm,
b -62.8x1O-6mho,

(1): Z 1+27.1 johm,
(2): Y (4-62. 8 j) 10-s mho
(4): z -27.1 ohm

y =62.9xlO-6 mho,
(9): a -0.0021

(10): = 0.0412
(17): e= 35,500V\O-00042a + .08 s+00042U-0.568 cos (24.72-0.0824u)
(18): i _ 54V\-oo042u + 0.08 +0-0042u + 0.568 cos (24.72-0.0824u)
(19): el= 2140\/s-O 0042U + 0.08 +0O0042u + 0.568 cos (24.72-0.0824u)
Hence, at: u =-0:
e = 30,000 volts.
i = 64.6 amperes.
e= 2560 volts.
at: X-300:
e -0
i 57.5 amperes.
el 2280 volts.

With voltages per gap, varying from 2,280 to 2,560, 300 gaps
would, by addition, give a total voltage of about 730,000, while
the actual voltage is only about one-twenty-fourth thereof; that
is, the sum of the voltages of many spark-gaps in series may be
many times the resultant voltage, and a lightning flash may pass
possibly for miles through clouds, with a total potential of only
a few million volts. In above instance, the 300 cylinders include
7.86 complete wave-lengths of the discharge.


